
The right software to give your students and research an edge

academic
access

Free Download
TorchLite
This free powerful molecular editor, visualiser and SAR
analysis package can be downloaded from:
www.cresset-group.com/torchlite.

Software Bursaries
Spark,Torch, Forge
Cresset is offering free one year named user licenses for its
desktop products to any post-graduate, PhD and post-doc
students enrolled in a degree course. Students can apply to
Cresset with a description of the project and the intended use
of the software. Free licenses will include upgrades but not
technical support. Licenses can be renewed while the student
remains enrolled in a degree program.

Academic Group License
Spark,TorchLite,Torch, Blaze, Forge
A low-cost one year license for academic teams of up to 5
members of the same lab group*. Academic group licenses
can be managed and updated centrally and are supplied with
maintenance and technical support.

Training Licenses
Spark,Torch,TorchLite, Blaze, Forge
Short-term free licenses for Cresset tools may be available for
University course training and teaching purposes. Cresset also
offers site licenses for academic training centres and can
provide free tutorial materials to support the use of the
software in a training / teaching environment.

Cresset has a range of in-person or web-based training
courses on the use of its software which can be provided at a
reasonable cost to academic researchers and institutions.

(* Please note that all our Academic License programs have
been created specifically to facilitate internal academic
research only and cannot be used to perform consultancy or
contract research or to work on projects that intend to create
commercial outputs).

To help academic researchers, teachers and students to use the very best
chemistry software available, Cresset has a range of academic licensing
options that provide low-cost or free access to its tools. These programs
are available to academics for their internal research and teaching use.*
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Changing the way you think and work with small molecules
Above left: 2D structures of structurally diverse bioisosteres both active at PDE3, cAMP (the natural substrate) and
SKF93741, a PDE3 inhibitor.

Above right: The field patterns of the compounds reveal that they are biologically similar.

Cresset’s field based tools
help you to pursue advanced
chemistry research projects
by providing cutting edge
capabilities including:

Spark
Discover new directions for your project
using bioisosteres.

Blaze
Effective ligand based virtual screening.

Forge
Powerful computational suite to
understand SAR & design.

Torch
Intuitive 3D molecule designer.

TorchLite
Free 3D molecule viewing, editing 
and drawing.

The field based chemistry revolution
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